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Abstract: This paper proposed an adaptive multi-ary steganographic method based on additive noise to 

ensure the security of secret information. In order to minimizing the distortion caused by embedding 

operations, the characteristics of multi-ary steganography by adding removable noise and multi-ary matrix 

embedding are analyzed, and then a combination-based coding method is proposed for embedding 

information by adding the fewest noises. It directly establishes a map between the vector of the secret 

information and the cover elements with minimum weight. According to the length of the secret information 

and the estimated embedding capacity, the steganography adaptively divides the secret information and the 

cover elements into blocks to make full use of the combination-based coding method. The experimental 

results show that the proposed steganography method obtains higher embedding efficiency and better 

ability of resisting statistical steganalysis attacks than the general method. 
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1. Introduction 

The purpose of steganography is to implement covert communication by imperceptibly embedding secret 

information into multimedia object. The object used to carry information is called cover object, while the one 

embedded information is stego object. However, the embedding operations always cause statistical changes 

of cover objects, which hint at the existence of secret information. Generally speaking, the smaller difference 

between the stego and the corresponding cover object, the higher security of the secret information will 

achieve, as the probability of the successful steganalysis is lower. There exist two main steganographic 

approaches based on conclusion upon, one is to preserve the statistical characteristics of the stego object 

under a chosen cover model; the other is to minimize the embedding distortion usually measured by the 

embedding efficiency [1].  

Some works have been done on statistical characteristics preservation. Desoky proposed a novel noiseless 

steganography paradigm (Nostega) [2], which embedded data into automatically created noiseless 

unquestionable data without using cover objects, and presented several Nostega-based methods, e.g. 

list-based steganography [3], which hid information in legitimate items(products, songs, books, etc.) by 

generating a stego text in a form of popular used textual list. The stego texts have good imperceptibility and 

high resistance against steganalysis. Reference [4] proposed to select a series of multiple choice questions to 

automatically generate the stego text for concealing information. The outputting stego texts kept the same 
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linguistic and statistic characteristics as natural texts. 

To improve embedding efficiency, the right solution is designing efficient steganographic codes [5]. 

Crandall [6] firstly proposed a steganographic coding method called matrix embedding, which applied 

covering codes to steganography. Afterwards, it was used by the famous steganographic algorithm F5 [7]. 

And there are many more known researches on steganographic methods based on linear codes and 

convolutional codes. In [8], syndrome coding was implemented to embed information using BCH codes based 

on a structured matrix or a generator polynomial. Recently, novel syndrome coding schemes using the called 

syndrome trellis codes (STCs) [9]-[10] was proposed based on dual convolutional codes equipped with the 

Viterbi algorithm. A complete practical framework with STCs was also described to embed information by 

minimizing an additive distortion function. Distortion of an embedding change on stego elements could be 

expressed in different function under different embedding scheme. The state-of-the-art steganographic 

algorithms can be designed by using STCs with distortion functions. 

However, STCs are complex and inflexible. By analyzing the matrix embedding, this paper endeavors to 

construct a steganographic coding method to maximize the embedding efficiency for a special kind of cover 

elements. Taking into account that all the cover elements can be unified to a value after eliminating the noise, 

through adding extra removable noise, secret information can be embedded. Focusing on the additive noise, 

an adaptive multi-ary steganography is proposed by using a new combination-based coding algorithm. The 

combination-based coding method has low complexity and provides low distortion. Thereby, the stego object 

generated by the proposed method can achieve high security. Experiments show that the proposed 

steganographic method can greatly improve the ability of the additive-noise-based stego objects against 

statistical detection. 

2. The Proposed Method 

Here, the proposed steganographic method based on additive removable noise and noise 

combination-based coding will be introduced in detail. 

2.1. Multi-ary Steganography by Adding Removable Noise 

Currently, the most popular steganography is based on LSB for images. It is a binary steganography. The 

case that only two equal states of a cover element can be exchanged for steganography is binary. If each 

cover element in a cover object has multiple equal states to be used for embedding information, then it can 

be regarded as a multi-ary steganographic method. There are a lot of multimedia object in various types can 

be used for steganography as their diversity. For example, the method using single and double spaces to 

represent different values is a binary steganography; if the number of substituted synonyms is three, it is a 

ternary steganography; when the method is based on modifying the least two bit of the font color, it is a 

quaternary steganography.   

Although a cover element has various states of being replaced each other, generally, there always exist 

dominant states in the view of the whole cover object, i.e. some states occupy a large proportion in a cover 

object, while the number of others are small, which can be regarded as negligible noise. Removing this kind 

of noise by replacing them with their equal dominant states would not observably change the appearance 

and content of the original object. From another point of view, by adding this kind of noise, the original state 

of the cover element can be altered to embed information while maintaining good visual imperceptibility. In 

this paper, this kind of method is generally named additive noise-based steganographic method. 

Taking additive noise-based text steganographic methods as examples, they mainly include: the 

space-based [12], the tag case-based in HTML document [13], the font format-based [14], and so on. The 

space-based method has multiple ways of hiding information, the simplest one is to add different number of 

extra spaces to represent different values, for example, taking one space character to represent ‘0’ while two 
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space characters to represent ‘1’. The extra space characters can be imperceptibly deleted or added. The tag 

case-based method alters the cases of the letters in tags of HTML documents to hide information as the fact 

that letters are always case-insensitive, for example, defining the uppercase letter as ‘0’ while the lowercase 

letter as ‘1’. The font format-based mainly makes imperceptible modification of font format in the document 

to hide information, for example, replacing the least several bits of the font color by the secret information. 

These replace operations generate new similar font colors without influencing the appearance of the cover 

document. 

These additive noise-based methods have a common point that most frequently appearing states of the 

data would be changed to other rarely appearing similar states. Despite the rarely similar states are 

reasonable appearing in a cover object, their amount cannot be large as they are also regarded as noise. 

Many noises are easily attracted attention to be removed. In the view of steganography, some measures 

should be adopted to restrict the number of the added noises. More added noises means the secret 

information is lower security, which will attract more suspicious from the steganalysis. The impact of 

embedding modifications will be simply measured using the number of added noises and their intensity.  

2.2. Multi-ary Matrix Embedding 

We denote the multi-ary steganography as q-ary steganography for convenience. Secret information must 

be transformed into q-ary sequence before being embedded. The embedding process can be regarded as a 

coding problem in blocks. All cover elements are divided into blocks with the length of n. Set the cover 

elements C  in every block is any subset of n

qF , where n

qF denotes n dimension vector space in a finite field 

qF , each cover element has q  number of states to be exchanged. When the embedding rate is less than 1, it 

is possible that a n dimension q-ary C  is just required to embed a n-k dimension q-ary secret information. 

n cover elements have nq  possible states, while the n-k symbols of secret information just have n kq   

possible states, thereby, some different states of the n cover elements will represent the same state of the n-k 

symbols of secret information. In the embedding process, the number of modifications will be minimized if 

the states after embedding information are always closest to the original cover object.  

Fridrich et al. [1] proposed and proved the matrix embedding using pixels as the cover elements can be 

extended to any type of cover data. Matrix embedding is based on linear block code and can be described as 

follows: 

Let an ( , )n k  linear block code with a parity check matrix H  and covering radius R . The embedding 

scheme below can communicate n k  symbols in n  pixels with pixel symbols x  at most R  changes. 

 

( , )Emb  
L

x m x +e (m - Hx) y                                   (1) 

 

          ( ) =Ext y Hy                                             (2) 

 

where q

nFx  is a n-dimension vector representing the cover elements in a block, q

n km F   is a -n k  

dimension vector representing the -n k symbols of secret information. eL  is a coset leader of the coset for 

the syndrome m-Hx . n

qFy  is a n-dimension vector corresponding to x  having be embedded 

information. Note that ( ( ))Ext Emb  
L

x,m Hx + He (m - Hx) = Hx +(m - Hx) m . 

Embedding efficiency is defined as the expected number of embedded random message bits per one 

embedding change. From the Matrix embedding, we can find that the embedding efficiency is closely related 

to the covering radius of the used linear block code. Moreover, the expected number of embedding changes 
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for random secret information in each block is equal to the average weight of all coset leaders, and the 

average distance to the code, too. Unfortunately, [1] have demonstrated that a code with the smallest average 

distance to code does not necessarily have the smallest covering radius.  

Assuming the maximum weight of coset leaders is 
maxR , the number of the coset leaders with weight i  

for code ( , )n k  is at most ( 1)i i

nC q , where i

nC  represents the combinations of i  elements from n , and 

the state of each element can be 0 to 1q  . In best case, all the code words with weight 
max 1R   are coset 

leaders, then the total number of coset leaders 
cN  is: 

 

max max max max1 10 1 ( 1)... ( 1) ( 1)
R R R R n k

c n n n nN C C q C q tC q q
                                 (3) 

 

where 0 1t  . cN  equals to the total number of all the states of the n-k symbols of secret information. It is 

possible that not all code words whose weight is less than 
maxR  must be a coset leader, in other words, some 

code words are possible to have the shorter distance to code than the coset leader. In this time, the average 

distance aR  to the code will be minimum, which can be calculated as follows: 

 

max max max

max max

1 1 1

max max

1 1 0

( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( ( 1) )
R R R

R Ri i i i n k i i

n n n n

i i i

a n k

c

iC q R tC q iC q R q C q

R
N q

  


  



      

 
  

             (4) 

 

Thus, the theoretical upper bound of the embedding efficiency maxe  is: 

 

max max

2 2

max 1 1

max

1 0

( ) log ( ) log

min( )
( 1) ( ( 1) )

n k

R R
i i n k i ia
n n

i i

n k q n k q q
e

R
iC q R q C q



 


 

 
 

    
                       (5) 

2.3. Combination-Based Coding Method for Steganography with Additive Noise 

From the above analysis, the embedding efficiency of matrix embedding with a random linear block code 

( , )n k  cannot reach the theoretical upper bound calculated in (5). And we have to using a parity check 

matrix to find coset leaders for steganography. If it randomly creates a random parity check matrix instead of 

careful construction, the obtained embedding efficiency may be non-ideal. Moreover, it is difficult of 

constructing linear block codes with arbitrary parameters n  and k . In order to resolve the above problems, 

we proposed a combination-based coding method for embedding information by the additive noises.  

Considering the particularity of the removable noise in cover object, it can build a map between n  q-ary 

cover elements and n k  q-ary secret information to obtain the maximal embedding efficiency of the matrix 

embedding based on linear block code ( , )n k . In other words, it builds a relationship between each 

combination of locating the minimum noises in the block with the secret information. This method has low 

complexity, little computation and low distortion.  

Let  1 2, ,...,
T

nx x xx  denote n q-ary cover element,  1 2, ,...,
T

n km m m m  denote n k  q-ary secret 

information. For steganography based on additive noise, the state of x can be initialized to only one case, i.e., 

 0,0,...,0
T

x , but secret information m  have n kq   possibilities. In order to minimize the average number 

of embedding changes to reduce the amount of added noise, the n kq  possible states of x  with smallest 

weight should be chose for carrying the n kq   secret information. Assuming that the maximum changes of 
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each cover element is 
maxR , which corresponds to the weight of x , then the n kq   states of x  with the 

smallest weight consist of the all n-dimension vectors whose weight is 0,1,2, …,
max 1R   and part of vectors 

whose weight is 
maxR . Without considering the denoising operations on the cover object before embedding 

information, it is easy to find that the embedding efficiency of this coding method, named 

combination-based coding, is equal to the theoretical upper bound of matrix embedding; and it actually 

represents the average amount of noise introduced into each block. The state of the cover element is altered 

by adding noise. 

Let coding function ( ) sf m x , where sx  denotes the stego state of x  after embedding information; 

inverse function 1( )sf  x m . According to the inverse function, the secret information m  can be extracted 

from stego data sx .  

The process of building the coding function can be described as: construct a one-to-one mapping of n kq   

states of m  and all n kq   number of n dimension vectors whose weight is less than maxR  and part n 

dimension vectors whose weight is maxR . Therefore, firstly, all the n dimension vectors be used to embed 

information should be ordered in a certain order. Each n dimension vector will be assigned to a n-k 

dimension vector, which is the value of secret information m .  

The order of the used n dimension vector is described as follows:  0,0,...,0
T

, all the n dimension vectors 

whose weight is 1 (in an ascending order), all the n dimension vectors whose weight is 2 (in an ascending 

order),…, all the n dimension vectors whose weight is max 1R   (in an ascending order), 
max 1

0

( 1)
R

n k i i

n

i

q C q






   

number of n dimension vectors whose weight is maxR  (in an ascending order). The order of n-k dimension 

secret information can be an ascending order.  

As the number of the used n dimension vectors is the same as that of the n-k dimension secret 

information. Therefore, we can construct a one to one mapping between them in the above orders. Table 1 

shows an example of building map between secret information and cover elements, when 4n  , 1k  , 2q  . 

The number of the secret information’s states is 8, thus 8 states of cover elements with smallest weight are 

chose to carry secret information. The secret information are arranged in ascending order.  
 

Table 1. The Map between Secret Information and Cover Element 

Secret information Cover element 

000 0000 
001 0001 

010 0010 

011 0100 

100 1000 

101 0011 

110 0101 

111 0110 

 

It is worthwhile to note that one of the n kq   secret information can be adjusted to be coded to another 

state of cover element, which is determined the actual used coding function. The coding function can be 

easily constructed, and the value of n  and k  can be arbitrarily set. The position of the n dimension q-ary 

cover elements with nonzero value will be added noise for embedding secret information. The number of the 

nonzero positions in the stego elements will measure the distortion caused by embedding modifications. 

Since we choose the combinations of the minimum noise to carry the secret information, the distortion will 

be minimized. 
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2.4. The Adaptive Multi-ary Steganographic Method Using Combination-Based Coding 

The additive noise-based steganography would cause the amount of noise increasing. More noise will 

arouse suspicion leading to weak security. In order to apply the combination-based coding method into 

additive-noise-based steganography, the sequence of the cover elements is divided into blocks whose length 

is n, and the sequence of secret information converted into q-ary symbols is divided into blocks with length 

n k . Thus, two parameters n and k should be set. In this paper, n k  is assigned to a pre-determined 

appropriate value, and n is adaptively determined by n k , the secret information and the embedding 

capacity provided by the cover object . 

Based on the above analysis, a novel adaptive steganography algorithm is proposed. The details are as 

follows. 

Step 1: according to the characteristics of the cover object, transform secret information into a q-ary 

sequence with length N . 

Step 2: according to N  and the total embedding capacity L , and a pre-determined n k , select a block 

parameter n  subjecting to 
1n k N n k n k

n L n

    
  , n  is the size of cover data blocks, n k  is the size 

of secret information block. 

Step 3: build the coding function f  according to the combination-based coding method. 

Step 4: divide the cover elements and secret information into blocks, for each block of the cover elements 

x  with length n , and initialize it to  0,0,...,0
T

x , and the corresponding block of the embedding 

information m  with length n k , calculate ( ) sf m x , and modify x  to sx  by adding noise. 

Extracting the secret information is directly to obtain the states of the cover data in each block and calculate 

the secret information m by 1( )sf  x m . 

3. Experimental Results and Discussion 

3.1. The Analysis of the Embedding Efficiency 

In this experiment, just 2q   is selected. According to formula 5, the embedding efficiency of the 

proposed method with arbitrary ( , )n k  can be calculated. Thus, the actual embedding efficiency of this 

method is determined when parameters ,n k  are known. 
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Fig. 1. The embedding efficiency of the noise combination-based coding with different embedding rate. 

 

Fig. 1 shows distribution of the embedding efficiency provided by the combination-based coding ( , )n k  in 

different embedding rate. Actually, the embedding rate almost equal to n k
n

 . We can see under common 
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circumstances, the larger n , the higher embedding efficiency with the same embedding rate. The lower 

embedding rate, the greater embedding efficiency growing as n  increasing, and when embedding rate gets 

higher, the changes of embedding efficiency will flatten out. Thus, for the same cover object and secret 

information, a large parameter n  should be chose for reducing the amount of the added noise. 

3.2. The Resistance of Steganalysis Attacks  

Here, we will verify the resistance of steganalysis attacks of the proposed steganographic method. In 

experiments, we choose the simple space-based steganography, which embeds information by adding extra 

space characters. First, we download 432 word documents from Google Scholar, and 99 English documents 

from Google. For these English documents, stego documents were generated through two ways using nearly 

12% embedding rate. One way is use one space to code “0”, double spaces to code “1” to embed information 

directly. These stego documents were recorded as general stego documents. The other way used the 

proposed method with 100n  , 12n k   to embed information and the results are recorded as proposed 

stego documents. In the embedding process, two ways embedded the same secret information into the same 

document, and the length of secret information ranges from 12 bit to 8280 bit.  

Fig. 2 shows the probability distribution of extra spaces in original, general stego and proposed stego 

documents. In the original natural documents, the probability of double spaces is relatively small, but is 

unstable; it varies within a certain range. The probability of the general stego document is relatively large, 

which is easy to take the advantage of the probability to identify this type stego documents from the normal 

ones. The probability of the proposed stego document is significantly lower than that of the corresponding 

general stego one, and it is limit in the range of normal document. So, distinguishing normal document and 

proposed stego documents becomes much more difficult.  
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       (a) Original and general stego documents          (b) Original and proposed stego documents 

Fig. 2. The probability distribution of double spaces in different texts. 
 

Table 2. The Steganalysis Results of Different Documents 

Steganalysis method  Original documents Stego documents 

based on the probability 

of double spaces 

Original documents 430 101 

General stego documents 4 527 

Proposed stego documents 531 0 

 

In experiments, we suppose steganalysis attacks classifying the normal documents and stego ones by the 

probability of double spaces. Set threshold equal to 0.04. If the probability of double spaces appearing in a 

detected document is larger than 0.04, and then judging the document is a stego one, otherwise, determining 

it is a normal one.  

Results of steganalysis are illustrated in Table 2. Even if the threshold is chosen to cause normal documents 
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having a high false positive rate, but most general stego documents can still be successfully detected, while 

nearly no proposed stego document is successfully detected. Combination-based coding method for 

steganography presented in this paper can greatly improve the resistance of against steganalysis and the 

security of secret information. 

4. Conclusion 

Most linear block codes cannot reach the theoretical upper of embedding efficiency no matter how 

excellent the constructed parity check matrix is. But considering the particularity of additive noise based 

steganographic method, the matrix embedding is modified. By directly establishing map between the secret 

information group and the cover element vector with minimum weight, the noise added by embedding 

information is minimized to make the embedding efficiency achieve the theoretical upper of the linear block 

codes with same parameters. Embedding efficiency at this time describes the increased degree of noise per 

each cover block. Finally, example experiments were conducted in English documents by adding space to 

embed information. Comparing the proposed method with general space-based steganographic method, 

when the embedding rate is the same, the embedding efficiency of the former is much larger than that of the 

latter, so that the distribution probability of the extra space in the documents generated by the former is 

much lower than those of the latter, the former can success to survive from the attack using this distribution 

probability, while the latter cannot. Experiments show that the proposed method can greatly improve the 

ability of the additive noise based stego documents against statistical detection. 
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